
Design and Technology Curriculum Statement

Introduction ● At Sandhills we believe that the teaching of Design and Technology is
essential in preparing our pupils for our world of rapidly changing
technologies

● We encourage pupils to think creatively and develop their investigating,
designing, making and evaluating skills

● We ensure that our pupils are encouraged to become future innovators

Aims ● To develop imaginative thinking and enable pupils to talk about their
preferences when designing and making

● To develop the ability to talk about how things work and to draw and
model their ideas

● To develop a sense of enjoyment and pride in their achievements
● To be able to select appropriate tools and techniques for a project,

while following safe procedures

Coverage
and

Progression

We teach our EYFS pupils to:
● know how to operate simple equipment
● show an interest in technological toys with knobs or pulleys, or real

objects such as cameras or mobile phones
● show skill in making toys work by pressing parts or lifting flaps to

achieve effects such as sound, movements or new images
● know that information can be retrieved from computer
● recognise that a range of technology is used in places such as

homes and schools: select and use technology for particular
purposes

We teach our Key Stage 1 pupils to:
● Design:

o design purposeful, functional, appealing products for
themselves and other users based on design criteria

o generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas
through talking, drawing, templates, mock-ups and, where
appropriate, information and communication technology

● Make:
o select from and use a range of tools and equipment to

perform practical tasks
o select from and use a wide range of materials and

components, including construction materials, textiles and
ingredients, according to their characteristics

● Evaluate:



o explore and evaluate a range of existing products
o evaluate their ideas and products against design criteria

● Technical knowledge:
o build structures, exploring how they can be made stronger,

stiffer and more stable
o explore and use mechanisms in their products

We teach our Key Stage 2 pupils to:
● Design:

o use research and develop design criteria to inform the
design of innovative, functional, appealing products that are
fit for purpose, aimed at particular individuals or groups

o generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas
through discussion, annotated sketches, cross-sectional and
exploded diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces and
computer-aided design

● Make:
o select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to

perform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining
and finishing], accurately

o select from and use a wider range of materials and
components, including construction materials, textiles and
ingredients, according to their functional properties and
aesthetic qualities

● Evaluate:
o investigate and analyse a range of existing products
o evaluate their ideas and products against their own design

criteria and consider the views of others to improve their
work

o understand how key events and individuals in design and
technology have helped shape the world

● Technical knowledge:
o apply their understanding of how to strengthen, stiffen and

reinforce more complex structures
o understand and use mechanical systems in their products
o understand and use electrical systems in their products
o apply their understanding of computing to program, monitor

and control their products

Skills
and

Attitudes

● Our curriculum ensures to develop skills relating to the historical skills
in the National Curriculum including planning, making, evaluating,
sharing ideas and opinions, justifying decisions



● Through Design and Technology, the qualities and attitudes we ensure
to develop include: a growth mindset; curiosity, perseverance,
open-mindedness, adaptability, co-operation and innovation

Records
and

Assessment

● Pupils’ experiences and achievements in Design and Technology are
recorded throughout, and at the end of, each phase. Their attainment
is recorded in Target Tracker against the curriculum statements.

● Assessments are made through:
o Observing
o Listening
o Questioning

Inclusion ● We are committed to Inclusion
● We ensure to identify, understand and overcome barriers to

participation and belonging
● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age,

gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical concerns, attainment or
background

Safety ● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of
all participants

● Risk Assessments for activities are maintained and appropriate
equipment is regularly checked

Review ● This curriculum statement will be reviewed regularly by the subject
leader


